On 25 October 2005 the TREATY establishing the Energy Community of SEE was SIGNED in Athens -Greece. Head of ERO participated on signing ceremony of the Treaty together with D/SRSG Mr Joachkim Ruecker and Deputy Minister of MEM Mr. Agron Dida. By signing the Treaty Kosovo commits itself to comply with European Legislation in the energy sector and to promote competition based on free-market principles.

The main task of ERO is to create conditions for reliable, safe and environmentally sound supply of energy, and to promote, establish and protect a competitive energy market based on principles of objectivity, transparency and non-discrimination in Kosovo.

All ERO Rules and Decisions are available in: www ero-ks.org
Licenses, individual acts and other decisions issued by ERO for the period July 2006 – December 2006

Licenses issued by ERO

- Electricity supply /Trade License to ČEZ "a.s. of Czech Republic
- Electricity supply /Trade License to HSE d.o.o. of Slovenia
- Electricity supply /Trade License to OstElektra GmbH of Germany
- Electricity Generation License to KEK JSC for TPPA
- Electricity Generation License to KEK JSC for TPP/B
- Electricity Generation License to "Triangle General Contractors Inc" HPP Lumbardh
- Electricity Generation License to POE "Iber Lepenci" for HPP "Ujmani"
- Electricity Transmission System Operator License to KOSTT
- Electricity Market Operator License to KOSTT
- Electricity Distribution System Operator License to KEK JSC
- Electricity Public Supplier License to KEK JSC
- Electricity Supply /Trade License to KEK JSC
- Electricity Supply /Trade License to EFT AG of Switzerland
- Electricity Supply /Trade License to EGL AG of Switzerland
- Electricity Supply /Trade License to Ezpada S.R.O of Czech Republic
- Heat Generation License to POE “Termokos”
- Heat Distribution License to POE “Termokos”
- Public Supplier of Heat License to POE “Termokos”
- Heat Generation License to POE “Gjakova DHC”
- Heat Distribution License to POE “Gjakova DHC”
- Public Supplier of Heat License to POE “Gjakova DHC”

Decisions issued by ERO

DecisionD_12_2006
Decision on withdrawal of the Consent given to KEK on 5 June 2006 on Export of Electricity during July and August 2006

DecisionD_13_2006
On approval of the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) to be applied under the First Price Review:

DecisionD_17_2006
Allowed Revenues for DH Termokos – Heating season 2006-2007

DecisionD_18_2006
Allowed Revenues for DH Gjakova– Heating season 2006-2007

DecisionD_19_2006
For Approval of interest rate of daily rate 0.04% (14.65 % annual rate
Decision D_20_2006
DECISION ON APPROVAL of Temporary Procedures for meter reading and billing of customers groups with installed maxi graph - Submitted by Supply & Distribution division of KEK

Decision D_21_2006
On the meeting held on 2nd November 2006 board of Energy Regulatory Office has decided to amend the Decision No. D_10_2006.

Decision D_22_2006

Decision D_23_2006

District Heating Tariffs, Heating Season 2006 /2007
District Heating Termokos JSC.
District Heating Tariffs, Heating Season 2006 /2007
District Heating Gjakova.

District Heating Tariffs, Heating Season 2006 /2007
Public Municipal Utility Standard / District Heating Unit Termomit.

District Heating Tariffs, Heating Season 2006 /2007
Public Municipal Utility Zvecan - District Heating Unit.

Decision D_24_2006

Decision D_25_2006

Decision D_29_2006
ERO Board has approved Allowed Revenues for KOSTT and KEK for the Regulatory Period 2007-2009.

ERO_EC_002_06,
ERO Board has issued the Status of Eligible Customer for the year 2006 to SHARR BETEILIGUNGS GmbH.

ERO Participation in International Conferences, Meetings, Workshop, Seminars, etc.

- International Summer School on Regulatory Practice, 24-28 June, Budapest.
- Meeting on Balancing Management on 21 June, Bukuresht
- ECRB meeting in Athens, 11th December 2006.
- Trilateral meeting between three regulators:ERE-ERC-ERO, Tirana, 01 December 2006
- Tariff/Pricing Committee Meeting held on September 14-15, 2006 in Chisinau, Moldova.
Major Tasks of ERO for the year 2007

• Completion of the Regulatory Framework.
• Monitoring the Restructuring and incorporation of energy enterprises in line with the EU Directives.
• Establishing the Compliance Monitoring System for the Energy Sector and implementation of the same.
• Monitoring the Compliance of the Development of liberalised energy market in accordance with treaty of Energy Community in South-East Europe (ECSEE)requirements.
• Accomplishing other obligations arising from the ECSEE treaty.

Visit of ERO to Albanian Electricity Regulatory Authority
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